let's remember some guys iv
by rob carson
1. Wikipedia claims that this guy's hometown of Burr, with a current population of roughly 60, is the
smallest town to produce an All-American. This guy and his teammate Dave Rimington combined to win
three consecutive Outland Trophies. His eight-year career with the Houston Oilers included many years of
blocking for his college teammate Mike Rozier. This guy is most famous for a play in the second quarter
of the 1984 Orange Bowl, in which Turner Gill left a ball on the ground that this guy picked up and took
to the end zone. For 10 points, remember this guy, a Nebraska guard who scored in the most famous
fumblerooski?
ANSWER: Dean Steinkuhler
2. A foot injury during a 12-0 loss to the Ravens that landed this guy on IR and resulted in a promotion
for Travis Prentice functionally ended this guy's career. Two-time Madden Bowl winner Reggie Brooks
got a bunch of starts in the final year of his career because this guy held out for the first eight weeks of
1996. You might be surprised to learn that this guy, and not Fred Taylor or Emmitt Smith, is the Florida
Gators' all-time leading rusher. In the 1994 draft, he was taken the round after his team picked Trent
Dilfer, and he was traded to the Ravens the year after his team drafted his replacement, Warrick Dunn. For
10 points, remember this guy who topped 1000 rushing yards in his first two seasons with the mid-90s
Bucs, and whose first name was an unusually-spelled variant of "Eric"?
ANSWER: Errict (Undra) Rhett
3, Ten years ago this very day, this guy scored all three of his team's touchdowns in a week-one victory
over the Vikings. This guy beat out Jerome Simpson and Tyler Thigpen to become the first Coastal
Carolina Chanticleer to appear in an NFL game. A Fox Sports article that dubs Joique Bell "the Kazaa
Lite version of" this guy lists him behind only Fred Jackson as the second-biggest touchdown vulture in
fantasy football history. In a Dorktown video about his team's tragic 2010 season, Jon Bois described this
guy as Ryan Mathews's "perfectly spherical" counterpart. For 10 points, remember this indeed bowling
ball-shaped Panthers and Chargers fullback who was supposedly nicknamed "the Toldozer"?
ANSWER: Mike Tolbert [or William Michael Tolbert]
4. A rule that mandated passers be at least five yards behind the line of scrimmage while throwing a pass
was changed after this guy took a handoff from Carl Brumbaugh and threw a possibly-illegal touchdown
to Red Grange, allowing his team to beat the Portsmouth Spartans in the NFL's first-ever playoff game.
This guy once supposedly told his teammates "that last guy hit me awfully hard" after a touchdown run
that ended with him hitting, and cracking, the brick wall of Wrigley Field. This guy was selected for both
the offensive and defensive All-American teams in his senior year at Minnesota. For 10 points, remember
this Polish two-way star for the 1930s Bears, the namesake of the trophy given to the best defensive
player in college football?
ANSWER: Bronko Nagurski [or Bronislau Nagurski, if you're his mom or something]

5. This guy's college head coach Donald Pittman threatened to take his scholarship away unless he
switched from wide receiver to the position he later played professionally. Like fellow guys Tyrone Poole
and Ricardo Lockette, this guy went to Fort Valley State. After his first NFL team released him,
Cordarrelle Patterson claimed that this guy "always called me after every game like 'let’s go get some
wine'," while Bruce Irvin got really pissy at him for taking a picture at the Pro Bowl in which Aqib Talib
pretended to snatch his chain. During the 2016 season, this guy improvised and converted a 4th and 24
against the Jaguars, several weeks before he was penalized for celebratorily dancing with a flag thrown
for a roughing the kicker penalty. For 10 points, remember this extremely fun guy, a former Raider who is
the NFL's most recent Black punter?
ANSWER: Marquette King
6. This guy's Players' Tribune essay "The Right Decision" describes how he chose to retire after suffering
his fifth concussion while tackling Tyrod Taylor. Before the 2010 season, this undrafted guy won a
starting spot over Tyrell Johnson and Jamarca Sanford. In 2014 this guy was controversially, and
incorrectly, flagged for unsportsmanlike conduct for "going to the ground" while celebrating a pick-six,
because he slid on his knees and then bowed down in prayer. This guy and his brother, then-Cardinals
player Hamza, took the 2012 season off to go on hajj. For 10 points, remember this safety for the Vikings
and Chiefs, a devout Muslim?
ANSWER: Husain Abdullah
7. This guy's older brother caught Emmitt Smith's only career touchdown pass. During a Monday night
game in 2004, this guy intercepted a terrible Tom Brady pass late in the fourth quarter, allowing his 2-11
team to squeak out a 29-28 win over the 12-1 Patriots in a game that Thomas Galicia gave the truly stupid
name "The Night That Courage Wore Orange". While with the Bears, this guy made the 2006 and 2007
Pro Bowls as a special teamer. This guy, who spent two nonconsecutive years as a teammate of his
fullback brother Obafemi, may be most famous for a statement that prompted Maryland Delegate Emmett
C. Burns to send a weird threatening letter to Steve Bisciotti. For 10 points, remember this Dolphins and
Ravens linebacker who in 2012 became a cause célèbre for his support of same-sex marriage?
ANSWER: (Oladele) Brendon Ayanbadejo
8. This guy once faced off against Dan Marino in a game involving throwing footballs at targets painted
on crates in a military base in Dubai. While under the tutelage of Jack Ford, this guy outperformed rivals
Tredarious Johnson, Josh Butterly, and Mike Scmyzniak. This guy's first NFL start, a come-from-behind
victory against the Patriots while leading a team coached by Bill Cowher, likely involved lots of passes to
Deandre Hopkins and Antonio Brown. This quarterback, whose childhood friend, Mathis Bullfrogs
teammate, and longtime security blanket is wide receiver Colt Cruise, joined the Houston Texans after
appearing on a reality show. For 10 points, remember this protagonist of Longshot and Longshot:
Homecoming, the story modes of Madden 18 and 19?
ANSWER: Devin Wade [accept either underlined portion]

9. While in college, this guy's crucial fumble, caused by guard Brandon Burlsworth stepping on his foot
during a bootleg, led to his team failing to upset top-ranked Tennessee. My fondest memories of this guy
come from his single season as the starting quarterback of the Amsterdam Admirals, with whom I
successfully challenged myself to beat every other team in Madden 2005. In the NFL, this guy blew a
17-point halftime lead over the Giants and, as a result, achieved the truly rare distinction of being benched
for Ryan Leaf. This guy, Leaf, Anthony Wright, and Quincy Carter all started games for the 2001
Cowboys. For 10 points, remember this guy, a quarterback who threw lots of passes to Anthony Lucas
while starting at Arkansas in the late 90s?
ANSWER: Clint Stoerner [or Clinton Jacob Stoerner]
10. In an overtime game whose margin of victory was a Mike Merriweather blocked-punt safety, this guy
became the first to tie a record set by Jim Bakken that would later be broken by Rob Bironas. This guy
tied a Super Bowl record by making a 48-yard field goal, then set one by missing a 23-yarder, in Super
Bowl XXI. This guy kicked a game-winning field goal in an overtime brought about by a Mark Jackson
touchdown catch that ended "The Drive," giving his team a victory over the Browns in the 1986 AFC
Championship Game. For 10 points, remember this longtime Bronco who was the NFL's last full-time
barefoot kicker?
ANSWER: Rich Karlis [or Richard John Karlis]
11. This guy's first college touchdown was an 80-yard reception of a Greg Hill pass during his Georgia
Southern team's 45-14 stomping of Liberty. I tried really hard to verify Wikipedia's claim that this guy
made the 2002 NFL Europe All-League team, but the best I could find was that he had a single 8-yard
interception return that year for the Rhein Fire. A 2019 Masslive.com article suggested that Johnson
Bademosi was the heir to this guy, who in a 2004 SI interview revealed that his middle name was
Chatavian and that, "luckily," he liked the 1974 song "Reasons." Injuries to Tyrone Poole, Ty Law, and
others meant that this guy got playing time in 9 games in 2004, and earned a Super Bowl ring, backing up
Randall Gay, Troy Brown, and Asante Samuel. For 10 points, remember this Patriots cornerback whose
elemental first name comes from the 70s funk band behind "Shining Star"?
ANSWER: Earthwind (Chatavian) Moreland
12. Since 2000 this guy has spent two separate multi-year terms in prison for running massive Ponzi
schemes, the first as the head of the firm Austin Forex International. In overtime in his first NFL game, he
improvised an awkward, Garo Yepremian-like chest pass on a broken play that was intercepted and
returned six yards for a game-winning touchdown by the Falcons' James Mayberry. A team's desire to
replace both Rich Szaro and Tony Blanchard led them to make the baffling decision to draft this guy 11th
overall in 1979. This guy, the only three-time All-American punter in NCAA history, had the help of a tee
in a game against Rice in which he kicked an NCAA-record 67-yard field goal. For 10 points, remember
this punter and kicker for the 1980s Saints whose Basque-looking surname is actually German?
ANSWER: Russell Erxleben

13. This guy's team once rejected his proposal that, in exchange for him filling in for an injured teammate,
they would forgive some of the more than $40,000 in fines he had racked up that season for being
overweight. After serving a four-game suspension for testing positive for ephedra, this guy was cut in
favor of Paul Ernster. In a playoff game, this guy forced a fumble that was recovered by Cecil Sapp by
tackling Ellis Hobbs. During his second stint with the Broncos, he won Keith Olbermann's "Worst Person
in the NFL Award" for giving up a Charles Tillman block and two return touchdowns after publicly
refusing to kick away from Devin Hester. He led the NFL in gross punting average in 2001 and 2002, two
years before his aforementioned refusal to sub for John Kasay. For 10 points, remember this guy who
holds a bunch of Panthers franchise punting records?
ANSWER: Todd (Scott) Sauerbrun
14. A guy with this first and last name won a Most Outstanding Defensive Player Award in 2002 with the
Edmonton Eskimos. That guy with this first and last name is, with Mike Pringle and Tracy Ham, one of
three CFL Hall of Famers who played for the Baltimore Stallions, and has the second-most career sacks in
CFL history. In the 2018 season opener, another guy with this first and last name recorded a 10-10-10
triple-double. After that guy with this first and last name won the 2014 Lefty Driesell Award while at
Louisiana-Lafayette, he was traded on draft night for two future picks and Dario Šarić. That point guard
with this first and last name replaced Rajon Rondo on the Pelicans after spending most of his first four
NBA seasons with the Magic. For 10 points, remember this identically-named father-son pair of guys, the
younger of whom once sported an elaborate, ocean-wave-like hairdo?
ANSWER: Elfrid Payton (Sr. and Jr.) [prompt on partial answers]
15. This guy was concussed in an April 2018 game in which he landed on his face after getting taken out
by a Mallex Smith slide. The most famous members of the team that won the 2004 Little League World
Series are Jonathan Schoop and this guy. This guy, who was the first player born after 1993 to appear in
the majors, hit a home run off of Zach McCallister in his first MLB at-bat, taken while subbing for Ian
Kinsler. After missing two full years due to shoulder issues, this guy was called up from the Round Rock
Express when Rougned Odor was suspended for punching Jose Bautista. For 10 points, remember this
oft-injured but currently active Curaçaoan utility guy for the Padres, A's, and Rangers, whose
equally-oddly-named brothers are Juremi and Jurdrick?
ANSWER: Jurickson (Bartholomeus) Profar
16. In an absolutely guy-packed deal, the Pirates traded this guy and Sean Burnett for Joel Hanrahan and
Lastings Milledge. This former youth hockey guy once sparked a brawl by charging and decking Marlins
pitcher Chris Volstad. This guy, who yelled "FUCK YEAH!" on live TV after his series-clinching walkoff
RBI single in the 2011 NLDS, described looking for something "up over the plate" that he could "tickle
into the outfield" in an interview that he ended by yelling "AHH! THAT'S IT! GOTTA GO! AHH!" For
10 points, remember this journeyman outfielder for the Pirates, Nats, and Brewers who was fond of
referring to himself as "Tony Plush"?
ANSWER: Nyjer Morgan [accept Tony Plush before "Tony"]

17. This guy delivered the only TEDx talk I've ever watched in its entirety, which is 2013's "On Getting
Up Again." This guy spent more than two years physically breaking apart calcifying scar tissue that
threatened to fuse his femur to his pelvis, following from a circa-2007 effort to entirely erase his stance.
This guy, who left college to join Steve Rocco in running World Industries, co-founded Almost with
Daewon Song. In Plan B's Questionable, this former Bones Brigade member introduced the Casper slide
and the kickflip underflip. This guy also invented the darkslide, the impossible, the 360 flip, the heelflip,
the kickflip, and the flatground ollie. For 10 points, remember this outlandishly influential guy dubbed the
"Godfather of Street Skateboarding"?
ANSWER: (John) Rodney Mullen
18. A year ago tomorrow, this guy's nephew led a season-opening upset of Florida State and, until he was
injured last week in an upset loss to NIU, was Georgia Tech's starting quarterback. This guy played in
college at Central Florida, where he was Brandon Marshall's roommate. As suggested by Gus Johnson's
dramatically-rising recitation of his name, this guy was the likely intended target of a 50-yard Hail Mary
that Glover Quin accidentally knocked into the arms of this guy's teammate Mike Thomas. This guy did
actually catch a bunch of other David Garrard passes, mostly in 2009. For 10 points, remember this
Jaguars receiver with a hyphenated surname?
ANSWER: Mike Sims-Walker [or Michael Anthony (Sims)-Walker; prompt on "Sims"]
19. The Jets waived Mario Urrutia to sign this guy, who promptly tore his ACL in the preseason and thus
spent his only season with them on IR. This guy co-created the "highly controversial, ultra luxury
menswear brand" Wealthy War Intentions with his college teammate Chris Johnson. In 2011 this guy was
the leading receiver for the UFL's Virginia Destroyers, a fact that becomes less impressive when you learn
that the season was four games long and he had 7 catches for 156 yards. This guy was the first player to
record 1000 receiving yards in a season for East Carolina. Until it was broken by Cordarrelle Patterson,
this then-rookie's 104-yard kick return was a Vikings record. For 10 points, remember this
alliteratively-named receiver whose first name is a vowel-fortified version of "Andre"?
ANSWER: Aundrae (Akeem) Allison [Before rereading this question to myself, I originally wrote that he
had "1000 receptions in a season for East Carolina", which would be way more impressive.]
20. This guy's younger brother was a star Duke linebacker who turned out to be a massive bust after he
was picked fifth overall in 1987 by then-Browns coach Marty Schottenheimer. This guy accumulated
seven receiving touchdowns while playing tight end at various points of his 19-year career. After an injury
to Dan O'Leary, he was coaxed out of retirement for a single game in which his actions caused Matt Allen
to attempt a pass to Rich Seubert on a play that saw blatant but uncalled pass interference by Chike
Okeafor. This guy, whose career ended in basically the same way as Dan Turk's, has taken all the blame
for a loss in which his team blew a 38-14 lead to the 49ers. For 10 points, remember this long snapper
who screwed up a game-winning Matt Bryant field goal opportunity for the 2002 Giants?
ANSWER: Trey Junkin [or Abner Kirk Junkin III]

21. This guy, along with even guy-ier guys Lenny Parker and Dallis Smith, led the "Nasty Bunch" defense
while in college at Valdosta State. A successful pitch by his final college coach Mike Cavan led to his
signing as a UDFA by his first pro coach, Marion Campbell. This guy, who is tied with DeAngelo Hall for
second place on the list of fumble return TD leaders with 5, is the biological father of Grady Jarrett. This
guy had the most tackles in the 1990s and was nicknamed 'The Hammer." For 10 points, remember this
guy, a beloved Falcons linebacker?
ANSWER: Jessie (Floyd) Tuggle III
22. This guy once had to sit out for an entire season after suffering a broken leg when he fell asleep and
drove his car off the Bayshore Freeway. This guy bonked a pass intended for Jerry Smith off the goalpost,
then on the next play was intercepted by Jake Scott, in a Super Bowl that ended with Bill Stanfill and
Vern Den Herder sacking him. This guy once led a game-winning drive that ended at his team's own 44
yard line, where Tom Dempsey kicked his 63-yard field goal. This quarterback lost Super Bowl VII,
giving the Dolphins an undefeated season. While playing with the 49ers in 1964, this guy caught a George
Mira pass and fumbled, which the Vikings' Jim Marshall recovered and returned 66 yards in the wrong
direction. For 10 points, remember this guy, Archie Manning's predecessor with the Saints and Sonny
Jurgensen's successor with the Redskins?
ANSWER: Billy Kilmer [or William Orland Kilmer Jr.]
23. After this guy was recruited by Jerry Corcoran, he made his professional debut with a 41-yard
touchdown run against the San Francisco Packers. This guy twice averaged more than 20 yards per punt
return, won an NCAA long jump championship, and met his future wife Rachel Isum during his two years
in non-junior college. This guy's brief PCPFL career was spent with the L.A. Bulldogs, whose crosstown
rivals the Hollywood Bears employed this guy's former backfield mates Woody Strode and Kenny
Washington. For 10 points, remember this UCLA football star, who also had a baseball career in which he
broke the MLB color line?
ANSWER: Jackie Robinson [or Jack Roosevelt Robinson]
24. This guy once got his dumb ass released shortly after signing a then-impressive one-year, $5.5 million
contract because he compound-fractured his right leg in a dirt-bike accident. More nobly, this guy once
broke the ankle of future Florida congressman and Viktor Orban lobbyist Connie Mack IV in a bar fight.
Before Barry Bonds did it three times, Willie Mays, Bobby Bonds, and this guy were the only players to
record two consecutive 30-30 club seasons. In a World Series loss to the Blue Jays, this guy split time in
the outfield with Deion Sanders. The most memorable moment of his first World Series came in Game 2,
when his attempt to avoid a Kevin Tapani (TAP-ah-nee) pickoff led to an altercation. For 10 points,
remember this guy, a Braves left fielder who in 1991 may or may not have been lifted off first base by the
Twins' Kent Hrbek?
ANSWER: Ron Gant [or Ronald Edwin Gant]

25. This guy was held to two points in a 2018 Championship League semifinal match by Ali Carter, who
eight years earlier had tied a record by putting up zero points in another Championship League semifinal
against this guy. Early in his career, this guy's sideswept, asymmetrical scene-ass 'do earned him the
nickname "Mr. Haircut 100." This guy, who in 2020 became the most recent victim of the "Crucible
curse", was despite some dispute the youngest player ever to make a competitive 147. This guy is the
third player to reach the career 800-century mark, after John Higgins and Ronnie O'Sullivan. For 10
points, remember this guy who until a couple weeks ago was the world number one-ranked snooker
player, and who is apparently also known as "Juddernaut"?
ANSWER: Judd Trump
26. Baseball-Reference cites the Scranton Times-Tribune in asserting that this guy was also the composer
of "Everybody Shimmies Now", a song that was a hit for Mae West. An amusing blog post I found while
researching this guy posits that his .778 fielding percentage and 6.98 FIP in his three starts may have been
caused by him "struggling to adjust to the physics" of ordinary baseball, suggests that Plato was
prophetically referring to baseball in the Timaeus, and wonders if the only photo of this guy shows him in
a collared shirt because he was attempting to hide his gills. For 100 points (not a typo), remember this guy
whose brief 1914 tenure with the Federal League's Buffalo Buffeds made him the only MLB player to be
born at sea?
ANSWER: Ed Porray [or Edmund J. Porray]
27. In 2020 this guy and fellow guy Aveion Cason unsuccessfully sued the NFL and NFLPA over
decreases in disability payments. This guy spent his first two years splitting time with Randy Wright, and
his last two years with the Lions backing up Scott Mitchell. This guy was once flagged by Jim Quirk for
being past the line of scrimmage while throwing a touchdown pass, but that penalty was bafflingly
overturned by instant replay, giving his team a controversial 14-13 win over the Bears. After this guy
suffered an ankle injury in 1992, he was replaced by a definite dude who started his team's next 253
consecutive games. For 10 points, remember this Packers quarterback whose injury cleared the way for
Brett Favre, and who was nicknamed "The Magic Man"?
ANSWER: Don Majkowski [or Donald Vincent Majkowski]
28. This guy, who was a position coach at Azusa Pacific University from 2011 to 2018, spent 2006 with
the Raiders mentoring Robert Gallery. I'm hoping that writing this tossup will stop me from habitually
confusing this guy with the tight end who dropped a Roger Staubach pass in the end zone, leading to the
Cowboys' 35-31 loss in Super Bowl XIII. This guy was the first player to play 20 seasons for a single
team, and he set a games-played record for his position category that was later broken by Bruce
Matthews. This guy went to Jackson State, where he blocked for Walter Payton, and in the pros his
blocking helped Eric Dickerson set multiple records. For 10 points, remember this extremely-longtime
Rams tackle whose son Matthew is a much-praised Patriots gunner?
ANSWER: Jackie [Ray] Slater [the tight end is Jackie Smith]

29. This guy signed as a UDFA with the Bengals, who used him almost exclusively to return kicks, not
least because that year they also drafted Offensive Rookie of the Year Carl Pickens. After a season in
which he scored 23 touchdowns on receptions from Khari Jones, this guy was named 2002's Most
Outstanding Player. In 2012 Geroy Simon broke a career yardage record this guy took from Allen Pitts,
though he still holds a lead over George Reed and Mike Pringle for a career scoring record. For 10 points,
remember this Winnipeg Blue Bombers slotback who holds the CFL career record for most touchdowns
scored?
ANSWER: Milt Stegall [or Milton Eugene Stegall]
30. This guy's best season was probably 2002, when he caught three TD passes, including one from Ray
Lucas. I loved trading for this guy in Madden 2001 and Madden 2003 franchises, largely because I liked
his name, which inevitably led to less playing time for Harold Morrow. This guy was a second-round draft
pick in 1999 from Syracuse, where he was the last player to wear Jim Brown's number 44. In 2015 this
guy was out fishing when a wave knocked him off his boat, eventually forcing him to complete a 16-hour
swim back to Palm Beach. For 10 points, remember this early-2000s fullback for the Dolphins with a cool
first name?
ANSWER: Rob Konrad [or Robert Konrad] [Konrad couldn't just get back onto his boat because its
autopilot was engaged and he couldn't catch it.]
31. According to this guy's youth coach Johnny Alexander, as a child he once hit a ballcarrier so hard that
coaches rushed onto the field to cover the other kid with a yellow raincoat "because they feared he was
going to die." This guy made his only Pro Bowl in 1991, the year his team got bulldozed by Washington
in the NFC Championship Game, and had over 100 tackles in each of his first two seasons. This guy and
Sean Taylor share the single-season interceptions record at Miami, where his teammates in the secondary
were punningly nicknamed "the Jets". This guy, whose identically-named son chose to go by "H.B." while
playing linebacker with Washington, spent the last year of his career in Seattle alongside his wide receiver
brother Brian. For 10 points, remember this guy, a hard-hitting safety for the 90s Lions with an alliterative
name?
ANSWER: Bennie Blades [or Horatio Benedict Blades Sr.]
32. This guy and Wilkin Castillo were the two players to be named later who were sent along with Dallas
Buck to Cincinnati for Adam Dunn. This guy's name followed those of José Cruz, Jr., Brandon Webb, and
Enrique Javier Hernández in a list of "baseball legends" produced by the Lancaster JetHawks in a 2019
statement opposing minor league baseball contraction by guy-rememberer par excellence Bernie Sanders.
In 2007 this guy had a .683 slugging percentage, the highest ever for Silver Slugger winners at his
position. That year he went 4 for 5 with two home runs in a game in which he had seven Ks and allowed 3
earned runs in a seven-inning start. For 10 points, remember this unsuccessful proto-Shohei Ohtani, a
late-00s Reds and Diamondbacks pitcher who could also rake?
ANSWER: Micah (Burton) Owings

33. This guy's lowest round ever is a 61 on the first day of the antepenultimate Booz Allen Classic, where
he finished second behind Adam Scott. In 2002 and 2003, this guy finished second behind Vijay Singh
and Chad Campbell at consecutive Tour Championships. Despite racking up over $38 million in career
winnings, this guy only has three PGA Tour victories, with an 11-year gap between his 2007 Nissan Open
win and his 2018 RSM Classic win. This guy won the Haskins Award and the NCAA DI national
championship with a record 23-under performance during his senior year at Oklahoma State. For 10
points, remember this poncy-sounding golf guy whose incongruously casual nickname is "Chucky Three
Sticks"?
ANSWER: Charles (Gordon) Howell III
34. During a memorable Super Bowl goal line stand, this guy singlehandedly stonewalled running back
Kenneth Davis on third down. Bryant Young assisted this guy on a tackle that inadvertently caused a
gruesome, career-ending knee injury to Napoleon McCallum. In 1994, this guy became the first and thus
far only player to win three consecutive Super Bowls. This current Seahawks defensive coordinator spent
13 years as a linebacker for the 49ers and Cowboys, and often celebrated plays by taking a boxing stance.
For 10 points, remember this guy whose father was responsible for Muhammad Ali's second loss?
ANSWER: Ken Norton Jr.
35. This now-white-bearded guy is the current captain of the Power, a BIG3 team that also features Royce
White and Glen Davis. Zach Randolph and Mardy Collins were traded for this guy and Tim Thomas by
the Knicks, who signed this guy for salary cap reasons despite the fact that a physical revealed that he had
career-ending hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. This guy, along with Elton Brand, Sam Cassell, Corey
Maggette (mah-GET-tee), and Chris Kaman, led the 05-06 Clippers to a surprise playoff berth, though I
first became aware of him when he formed a high-scoring backcourt pair with Steve Francis. For 10
points, remember this shooting guard for the early-00s Rockets whose name is so unique that his Wiki
page is the automatic redirect for "Cuttino"?
ANSWER: Cuttino (Rashawn) Mobley
36. In this guy's second year back after two years in the Air Force, he led the NFL in both average yards
per catch and average net yards per punt. After this guy retired, he and Richfield, Minnesota-based
restaurateur Marno McDermott founded the Mexican restaurant chain Chi-Chi's. This guy made a
one-handed catch, then blew past Fred Williamson to score, in a game in which he racked up 138 yards.
Before that game, he told Boyd Dowler "I hope you don't get hurt. I'm not in very good shape," since he
had stayed out the entire previous night drinking. For 10 points, remember this guy, a Packers receiver
who despite his hangover scored the first touchdown in Super Bowl history?
ANSWER: (William) Max McGee

37. J.A. Adande once described an event centering on this guy as "the most heartbreaking scene since
Bambi’s mother got shot in the meadow". This guy started a career-high 54 games after a Brook Lopez
injury caused the 2013-14 Nets to shift to a smaller lineup in which this guy joined Deron (DEH-run)
Williams in the backcourt. This guy was drafted 4th overall in 2004, after two UConn players and fellow
high schooler Dwight Howard. While playing for the Clippers in 2007, this guy landed awkwardly after a
layup, simultaneously tearing his retinaculum, meniscus, PCL, MCL, and ACL, and dislocating his knee
and patella. For 10 points, remember this tall point guard who ended his career with the Warriors as Steph
Curry's backup?
ANSWER: Shaun (Patrick) Livingston
38. In 1989, this guy and a pick later used on Bimbo Coles were traded for LaSalle Thompson and the
dastardly Randy Wittman. This guy's college coach Billy Tubbs adjusted his team's practice schedule so
this guy could attend his father Louis's church services. Blake Griffin got permission from this guy to
wear his number 23 in college. The Pacers drafted this guy second overall in 1985 out of Oklahoma,
where he was the first three-time AP All-American. In the original NBA Jam, this guy's partner was Spud
Webb. For 10 points, remember this power forward who spent his best seasons with the early-90s Kings,
and who recorded albums like Hang Time and Power Forward in his post-playing career as a smooth jazz
bassist?
ANSWER: Wayman (Lawrence) Tisdale
39. After this guy's career ended, he learned to let go of the "warrior who lived for that physical battle" by
adopting a "meditation and energy control" discipline he called "crescent moon." A scene in which
Spencer Strasmore forgets to bring his veteran teammates Krispy Kremes and has his clothes thrown in
the cold tub was apparently directly inspired by something that happened to this guy, who after retiring
became a writer and story editor for the HBO show Ballers. This guy responded to Osama bin Laden's
death by tweeting, among other things, "I'm not convinced he was even behind the attack." In this guy's
last year, he scored eight touchdowns for the Cardinals. This former Illinois player had by far his best
years after taking over for an injured Willie Parker. For 10 points, remember this Steelers running back
who shares his surname with ex-BYU and current Virginia coach Bronco?
ANSWER: Rashard (Jamal) Mendenhall
40. During a 2014 preseason game, this guy mockingly performed Johnny Manziel's "money" celebration
after a Ryan Kerrigan sack, which probably contributed to Manziel later flipping off his team's sideline.
This guy was accosted by a caveman in a cheerleader uniform in one Geico commercial, and in another
successfully played the past participle form of his own surname in a game of knockoff Scrabble. He won
the Lombardi and Ted Hendricks Awards, and the Bill Willis and Bronko Nagurski Trophies, in his senior
year at Texas. For most of his early career, he formed half of a solid linebacking corps with London
Fletcher. For 10 points, remember this early-2010s Washington outside linebacker whose name probably
doesn't actually mean "sack"?
ANSWER: Brian (Ndubisi) Orakpo

41. In the opening of his team's 1995 NFL Films yearbook video, this guy delivered the somewhat
discordant title quote, "big time players make big time performances." In 1993, this former track star
became the highest-drafted player out of Syracuse since Art Monk. This guy spent a few years catching
passes from Warren Moon, though his best years came with a team for which, in a 1999 game against the
Steelers, his six catches accounted for 258 of Tony Banks's 268 passing yards. In 2000, he and Shannon
Sharpe were the leading receivers for a team that won the first unwatchable Super Bowl of my life over
the Giants. This guy was "the Missile" to his brothers' "the Bomb" and "the Rocket". For 10 points,
remember this Vikings and Ravens receiver, the brother of Sulaiman and Raghib?
ANSWER: Qadry (Rahamadan) Ismail [Tony Banks went 8-26 for 268 yards and three touchdowns, all
to Ismail, that game. The Ravens won.]
42. This former Northwestern State Demon is not Bobby Hebert or Joe Delaney, but he is the
uniform-numerically larger of two prominent players who were cut in 1993 so their team could sign such
replacements as Mark Ingram Sr. and O.J. McDuffie. This guy had the second-most touchdown catches,
trailing only a younger teammate's 18, in a season in which his quarterback had a then-record 48 TD
passes. This guy, who apparently late in his career changed his actual legal name to incorporate his most
famous nickname, was the alphabetically-later of a pair of receivers nicknamed "The Marks Brothers."
For 10 points, remember this teammate of Dan Marino and fellow wideout Mark Clayton, a Dolphin who
was given the obvious rhyming nickname "Super"?
ANSWER: Mark "Super" Duper [or Mark Kirby Duper]
43. What I have to assume is this guy's LinkedIn page lists him as the owner of the Marble Slab Creamery
in Madison, Alabama. After this Alabama State grad was signed as a UDFA by the Cowboys, he was
traded for a draft pick that this guy's Wikipedia page claims was used on inaugural LSU women's tennis
coach Pat Newman, despite, among other things, the cited source mentioning that the draft pick was
undisclosed and the Vikings, not the Colts, using the claimed pick on the actual Pat Newman. A 1990
Philadelphia Inquirer article placed this guy at the head of "the NFL's All-Portly Squad" because he was
"the league's widest load" at 6'6", 338. As you can probably tell by now there are no fucking clues for this
guy, who spent 12 years as an offensive tackle for the Colts, Lions, and Patriots. For 10 points, remember
this huge guy whose amazing pseudo-rhyming name suggests he might be a relative of receivers Santana
and Randy?
ANSWER: Zefross Moss

